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Update on fall shipments.
We hope you are having a great 2021.
We just wanted to keep you updated on fall shipments.
It has been a hectic year for all of us. In Holland, we have seen a lot of extremes in the weather and
a lot of rainy days when we were harvesting the bulbs. There was a lot of extra work to get bulbs out
of the ground and in the warehouses to prepared for shipments.
There has been a shortage of containers throughout the world and shipping companies kept changing
departure schedules and available space on ships. We worked hard to get shipment out as early as
possible without jeopardizing the quality of the bulbs.
We also saw a greater demand on bulbs and perennials with low inventories. With planning and
purchasing ahead, we do not see any problems with orders that were placed before catalog
deadlines. Later stock plants may be harder to supply.
All the retail/ packaged garden center orders are on the ocean at this time. Our latest update is the
bulbs will be in NY Sept 8th. We have seen delays all year long at the port, so we are thinking we
will need an extra week to get the bulbs to you. We expect the deliveries the week of Sept 13th. If
there is a delay in shipping, the bulbs will be in climate-controlled containers and the quality of the
bulbs will not be affected.
Thank you for your patience with us and please note we are doing everything in our power to keep
the delays to a minimum.
Kind regards,
The DeVroomen Team
DeVroomen Garden Products
Ph. 847-395-9911
Fax. 800-395-9920
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